
The Origin of Geometry 1 

THE INTEREST THAT propel s  u s  in this work makes it necessary to 
engage first of all in reflections which surely never occurred to Galileo . 
We must focus our gaze not merely upon the ready-made, handed
down geometry and upon the manner of being which its meaning had in 
his thinking; it was no different in his thinking from what it was in that 
of all the late inheritors of the older geometric wisdom , whenever they 
were at  work, either as  pure geometers or as making practical applica
tions of geometry . Rather, indeed above all, we must also inquire back 
into the original meaning of the handed-down geometry , which con
tinued to be val id with this very same meaning-continued and at the 
same time was developed further , remaining simply " geometry" in all 
its new forms .  Our considerations will necessarily lead to the deepest 
problems of meaning, problems of science and of the history of science 
in general , and indeed in the end to problems of a universal history in 
general; so that our problems and expositions concerning Galilean 
geometry take on an exemplary significance .  

Let it be noted in advance that, in the midst of our historical medita
tions on modem phi losophy , there appears here for the first time with 
Galileo, through the disclosure of the depth-problems of the meaning
origin of geometry and, founded on this, of the meaning-origin of his 
new physics , a clarifying l ight for our whole undertaking: namely ,  [the 
idea of] seeking to carry out, in the form of historical meditations, 
self-reflections about our own present philosophical s ituation in the 
hope that in this way we can finally take possession of the meaning , 
method , and beginning of philosophy, the one philosophy to which our 
l ife seeks to be and ought to be devoted. For, as will become evident 
here , at first in connection with one example, our investigations are 
historical in an unusual sense , namely , in virtue of a thematic direction 
which opens up depth-problems quite unknown to ordinary history , 
problems which , [however ,] in their own way ,  are undoubtedly histori-

I This manuscript was written in 1 936 and was edited and published (beginning with the 
th ird paragraph) by Eugen Fink in the Revue internationale de philosoph ie ,  Vol .  I ,  No. 2 
( 1939) under the title "Der U rsprung der Geometrie als i ntentional-historisches Prob
lem . "  It appears in B iemel ' s  edition of the Crisis as " Beilage I I I ,"  pp.  365-86. The first 
paragraphs suggest it  was meant for i nclusion i n  the Crisis. 
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cal problems .  Where a consistent pursuit of these depth-problems leads 
can naturally not yet be seen at the beginning. 

The question of the origin of geometry (under which title here , for the 
sake of brevity , we include all d isciplines that deal with shapes existing 
mathematically in pure space-time) shall not be considered here as the 
philological-historical question , i . e . , as the search for the first geomet
ers who actually uttered pure geometrical propositions, proofs , 
theories, or for the particular propositions they discovered, or the like . 
Rather than this , our interest shall be the inquiry back into the most 
original sense in which geometry once arose , was present as the tradi
tion of millennia, is still present for us , and is still being worked on in a 
l ively forward development ;* we inquire into that sense in which it 
appeared in history for the first time-in which it had to appear , even 
though we know nothing of the first creators and are not even asking 
after them . Starting from what we know, from our geometry , or rather 
from the older handed-down forms ( such as Euclidean geometry) , there 
is an inquiry back into the submerged original beginnings of geometry 
as they necessari ly must have been in their " primally establishing" 
function . This regressive inquiry unavoidably remains within the 
sphere of generalities ,  but, as we shall soon see ,  these are generalities 
which can be richly explicated , with prescribed possibilities of arriv ing 
at particular questions and self-evident claims as answers . The 
geometry which is ready-made , so to speak , from which the regressive 
inquiry begins, is a tradition . Our human existence moves within in
numerable traditions . The whole cultural world , in all its forms, exists 
through tradition . These forms have arisen as such not merely causally; 
we also know already that tradition is precisely tradition , hav ing arisen 
within our human space through human activ ity , i . e. , spiri tually, even 
though we generally know nothing , or as good as noth ing, of the par
ticular provenance and of the spiritual source that brought it about . 
And yet there lies in this lack of knowledge , everywhere and essen
tially, an implicit knowledge , which can thus also be made explicit , a 
knowledge of unassailable self-ev idence . It begins with superficial 
commonplaces, such as: that everything traditional has arisen out of 
human activity, that accordingly past men and human civilizations 
existed , and among them their first inventors, who shaped the new out 
of materials at hand , whether raw or al ready spiritually shaped . From 
the superficial , however, one is led into the depths .  Tradition is open in 
this general way to continued inquiry ; and ,  if one consistently maintains 

* So also for Gali leo and al l the periods following the Renaissance,  continual ly being 

worked on in a l ively forward development, and yet at the same time a tradition . 
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the direction of inquiry ,  an infinity of questions opens up, questions 
which lead to definite answers in accord with their sense . Their form 
of generality-indeed , as one can see , of unconditioned general 
validity-naturally allows for application to individually determined 
particular cases ,  though it determines only that in the individual that 
can be grasped through subsumption . 

Let us begin , then , in connection with geometry , with the most obvi
ous commonplaces that we have already expressed above in order to 
indicate the sense of our regressive inquiry .  We understand our 
geometry , available to us through tradition (we have learned it, and so 
have our teachers) , to be a total acquisition of spiritual accomplish 
ments which grows through the continued work of new spiritual acts 
into new acquisitions .  We know of its handed-down, earlier forms, as 
those from which it has arisen ; but with every form the reference to an 
earlier one is repeated . Clearly, then, geometry must have arisen out of 
a first acquisition , out of first creative activ itie s .  We understand its 
persisting manner of being: it is not only a mobile forward process from 
one set of acqu isitions to another but a continuous synthesis in which all 
acquisitions maintain their val idity , all make up a totality such that, at 
every present stage , the total acqui sition i s ,  so to speak, the total pre
mise for the acquisitions of the new level . Geometry necessarily has this 
mobility and has a horizon of geometrical future in precisely this style :  
this i s  its meaning for every geometer who has the consciousness (the 
constant implicit knowledge) of existing within a forward development 
understood as the progress of knowledge being built into the horizon . 
The same thing is true of every science . Also , every science is related to 
an open chain of the generations of those who work for and with one 
another, researchers either known or unknown to one another who are 
the accomplishing subjectiv ity of the whole living science. Science , and 
in particular geometry , with this on tic meaning , must have had a histor
ical beginning ; this meaning itself must have an origin in an ac
complishment : first as a project and then in successful execution . 

Obviously it is the same here as with every other invention . Every 
spiritual accomplishment proceeding from its first project to its execu
tion is present for the first time in the self-evidence of actual success .  
But when we note that mathematics has the manner of being of a lively 
forward movement from acquisitions as premises to new acquisitions ,  
in whose ontic meaning that of the premises  is included (the process 
continu ing in this manner), then it is clear that the total meaning of 
geometry (as a developed science, as in the case of every science) could 
not have been present as a project and then as mobile fulfil lment at the 
beginning. A more primitive formation of meaning necessari ly went 
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before it as a preliminary stage , undoubtedly in such a way that it 
appeared for the first time in the self-evidence of successful realization. 
But this way of expressing it is actually overblown. Self-evidence 
means nothing more than grasping an entity with the consciousness of 
its original being-itself-there [Selbst-da l Successful realization of a 
project is , for the acting subject, self-evidence; in this self-evidence , 
what has been realized is there , originaliter, as itself. 

But now questions arise. This process of projecting and successfully 
realizing occurs , after all , purely within the subject of the inventor, and 
thu s  the meaning , as present originaliter with its whole content ,  lies 
exclusively, so to speak , with in his mental space. But geometrical exis
tence is not psychic existence ; it does not exist as something personal 
within the personal sphere of consciousness :  it is the existence of what 
is objectively there for " everyone" (for actual and possible geometers , 
or those who understand geometry) . Indeed, it has, from its primal 
establishment , an existence which is peculiarly supertemporal and 
which-of this we are certain-is accessible to all men , first of all to the 
actual and possible mathematicians of all peoples, all ages; and this is 
true of all its particular forms .  And all forms newly produced by some
one on the basis of pregiven forms immediately take on the same objec
tivity . This is, we note , an " ideal" objectivity . It is proper to a whole 
class of spiritual products of the cultural world, to which not only all 
scientific constructions  and the sciences themselves belong but also, for 
example , the constructions of fine literature . * Works of this class do 
not, like tools (hammers, pliers) or like arch itectural and other such 
products, have a repeatability in many like exemplars .  The Pythago
rean theorem, [indeed] all of geometry , exists only once , no matter how 
often or even in what language it may be expressed. It is identically the 
same in the "original language" of Euclid and in all " translations" ; and 
within each language it is again the same , no matter how many times it 
has been sensibly uttered, from the original expression and writing
down to the innumerable oral utterances or written and other documen
tations . The sensible utterances have spatiotemporal individuation 
in the world like all corporeal occurrences, like everything embodied 
in bodies as such ; but this is not true of the spiritual form itself, 

* But the broadest concept of l iterature encompasses them all : that is , it belongs to 
their objective being that they be linguistical ly  expressed and can be expressed again and 

again ;  or , more precisely ,  they have their objectivity, their ex istence-for-everyone, only 
as signification, as the meaning of speech . This is true in a peculi ar fashion in  the case of 
the objective sciences : for them the difference between the original language of the work 
and its translation i nto other languages does not remove i ts identical accessibil ity or 
change it into an i nauthentic , indirect accessibil ity. 
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which is called an " ideal object" [ideale Gegenstiindlichkeit] . In a cer
tain way ideal objects do exist objectively in the world, but it is only in 
virtue of these two-leveled repetitions and ultimately in virtue of sensi
bly embodying repetitions . For language itself, in all its particulariza
tions (words, sentences, speeches) , is, as can easily be seen from the 
grammatical point of view, thoroughly made up of ideal objects ; for 
example , the word Lowe occurs only once in the German language ; it is 
identical throughout its innumerable utterances by any given persons .  
Bu t  the ideal ities of  geometrical words, sentences, theories
considered purely as l inguistic structures-are not the idealities that 
make up what is expressed and brought to validity as truth in geometry ; 
the latter are ideal geometrical objects, states of affairs, etc . Wherever 
something is asserted, one can d istinguish what is thematic , that about 
which it is said (its meaning) , from the assertion, which itself, during the 
asserting, is never and can never be thematic . And what is thematic 
here is precisely ideal objects, and quite d ifferent ones from those com
ing under the concept of language. Our problem now concerns precisely 
the ideal objects which are thematic in geometry : how does geometrical 
ideality Gust like that of all sciences) proceed from its primary intraper
sonal origin , where it is a structure within the conscious space of the 
first inventor' s soul ,  to its ideal objectivity ? In advance we see that it 
occurs by means of language , through which it receives , so to speak , its 
l inguistic living body [Sprachleib] .  But how does linguistic embodiment 
make out of the merely intrasubjective structure the objective structure 
which , e .g . , as geometrical concept or state of affairs, is in fact present 
as understandable by all and is valid , already in its l inguistic expression 
as geometrical speech , as geometrical proposition, for all the future in 
its geometrical sense? 

Naturally, we shal l not go into the general problem which also arises 
here of the origin of language in its ideal existence and its existence in 
the real world grounded in utterance and documentation; but we must 
say a few words here about the relation between language, as a function 
of man w ithin human civilization, and the world as the horizon of 
human existence. 

Living wakefully in the world we are constantly conscious of the 
world, whether we pay attention to it or not, conscious of it as the 
horizon of our l ife ,  as a horizon of "th ings" (real objects) , of our actual 
and possible interests and activities .  Always standing out against the 
world-horizon is the horizon of our fellow men, whether there are any of 
them present or not . Before even taking notice of it at all , we are 
conscious of the open horizon of our fellow men with its limited nucleus 
of our neighbors, those known to us .  We are thereby coconscious of the 
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men on our external horizon in each case as " others" ; in each case " I"  
am conscious of them a s  " my" others, a s  those with whom I can enter 
into actual and potential, immediate and mediate relations of empathy; 
[this involves] a reciprocal "getting along" with others ; and on the 
basis of these relations I can deal with them , enter into particular modes 
of community with them, and then know, in a habitual way, of my 
being so related . Like me , every human being-and this is how he is 
understood by me and everyone else-has his fellow men and, always 
counting himself, civilization in general , in which he knows himself to 
be living. 

I t is precisely to this horizon of civilization that common language 
belongs . One is conscious of civilization from the start as an immediate 
and mediate l inguistic community .  Clearly it is only through language 
and its far-reaching documentations ,  as possible communications , that 
�he horizon of civilization can be an open and endless one , as it always 
IS for men. What is privileged in consciousness as the horizon of civili
zation and as the linguistic community is mature normal civil ization 
(taking away the abnormal and the world of children) . In this sense 
civilization is , for every man whose we-horizon it is, a community of 
those who can reciprocally express themselves, normally , in a fully 
understandable fashion ; and within this community everyone can talk 
about what is within the surrounding world of his civilization as objec
tively existing . Everything has its name , or is namable in the broadest 
sense , i . e . ,  l inguistically expressible . The objective world is from the 
start the world for all ,  the world which " everyone" has as world
horizon . I ts objective being presupposes men, understood as men with 
a common language . Language , for its part , as function and exercised 
capacity , is related correlatively to the world , the universe of objects 
which is linguistically expre ssible in its being and its be ing-such . Thus 
men as men , fellow men , world-the world of which men, of which we , 
always talk and can talk-and ,  on the other hand, language , are in
separably intertwined; and one is always certain of their inseparable 
relational unity , though usually only impl icitly, in the manner of a 
horizon. 

This being presupposed, the primally e stablishing geometer can ob
viously also express his internal structure . But the question arises 
�gain : How does the latter, in its " ideality," thereby become objec
tIve? To be sure , something psych ic which can be understood by others 
[nachverstehbar] and is communicable, as something psychic be longing 
to this man , is eo ipso objective, just as he himself, as concrete man , is 
experienceable and namable by everyone as a real thing in the world of 
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things in general . People can agree about such things, can make com
mon verifiable assertions on the basis of common experience, etc . But 
how does the intrapsychically constituted structure arrive at an inter
SUbjective being of its own as an ideal object which , as "geometrical , "  
i s  anything but a real psychic object, even though i t  has arisen psy
chically? Let us reflect .  The original being-itself-there , in the immedi
acy [Aktualitiit ] of its first production , i . e . , in original " self-evidence , "  
results in no persi sting acqui sition at all that could have objective 
existence . Vivid self-evidence passes-though in such a way that the 
activity immediately turns into the passivity of the flowingly fading con
sc iousness of what-has-just-now-been. Finally this "retention" disap
pears, but the "disappeared" passing and being past has not become 
nothing for the subject in question: it can be reawakened. To the passiv
ity of what is at first obscurely awakened and what perhaps emerges 
with greater and greater clarity there belongs the possible activity of a 
recollection in which the past experiencing [Erleben] is lived through in 
a quasi-new and quasi-active way . Now if the originally self-evident 
production, as the pure fulfillment of its intention, is what is renewed 
(recollected) , there necessarily occurs, accompanying the active recol
lection of what is past , an activity of concurrent actual production, and 
there arises thereby , in original "coincidence, " the self-evidence of 
identity : what has now been realized in original fashion is the same as 
what was previously self-evident. Also coestablished is the capacity 
for repetition at will with the self-evidence of the identity (coincidence 
of identity) of the structure throughout the chain of repetitions .  Yet 
even with this, we have still not gone beyond the subject and his sub
jective, evident capacities ;  that is , we still have no ' ' objectivity" given . 
It does arise , however-in a preliminary stage-in understandable fash
ion as soon as we take into consideration the function of empathy and 
fellow mankind as a community of empathy and of language . In the 
contact of reciprocal linguistic understanding, the original production 
and the product of one subject can be actively understood by the others . 
In th is full understanding of what is produced by the other , as in the 
case of recollection, a present coaccomplishment on one ' s  own part of 
the presentified activity necessarily takes place ; but at the same time 
there is also the self-evident consciousness of the identity of the mental 
structure in the productions of both the receiver of the communication 
and the communicator; and this occurs reciprocally. The productions 
can reproduce their likenesses  from person to person, and in the chain 
of the understanding of these repetitions what is self-evident turns up as 
the same in the consciousness of the other. In the unity of the commu-
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nity of communication among several persons the repeatedly produced 
structure becomes an object of consciou sness, not as a likeness, but as 

the one structure common to all .  
Now we must note that the objectivity of  the ideal structure ha s  not 

yet been fully constituted through such actual transferring of what has 
been originally produced in one to others who originally reproduce it . 
What is lacking i s  the persisting existence of the " ideal objects" even 

during periods in which the inventor and his fellows are no longer 
wakefully so related or even are no longer alive . What is lacking is their 
continuing-to-be even when no one has [consciously] realized them in 
self-ev idence. 

The important function of written , documenting linguistic expression 

is that it makes communications possible without immediate or mediate 

personal address ; it is, so to speak ,  communication become v irtual . 
Through this , the communal ization of man is lifted to a new level . 

Written signs are , when considered from a purely corporeal point of 

view, straightforwardly, sensibly experienceable ; and it is always pos
sible that they be intersubjectively experienceable in common. But as 

l inguistic signs they awaken , as do linguistic sounds, their familiar 
significations . The awakening is someth ing passive; the awakened 
signification is thus  given passively, similarly to the way in which any 
other activity which has sunk into obscurity , once associatively 
awakened, emerges at first passively as a more or less clear memory . In  
the passivity in  question here, as in  the case of  memory , what is pas
sively awakened can be transformed back,* so to speak , into the corre
sponding activity : this is the capacity for reactivation that belongs orig
inally to every human being as a speaking being. Accordingly, then, the 

writing-down effects a transformation of the original mode of being of 
the meaning-structure , [e .g .  ,] with in the geometrical sphere of self
evidence , of the geometrical structure which is put into words . It be
comes sedimented, so to speak . But the reader can make it self-evident 
again ,  can reactivate the self-evidence . t 

There is a distinction, then , between passively understanding the 
expression and making it self-evident by reactivating its meaning . But 
there also exist possibilities of a kind of activity , a thinking in terms of 

* This is a transformation of which one is conscious as being in i tself patterned after 
[what is passively awakened]. 

t But this is by no means necessary or even factuall y  normal . Even without this he can 

understand; he can concur " as a matter of course" in the validity of what is u nderstood 

without any act iv ity of his own . In this case he comports himself purely passively and 

receptively .  
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things that have been taken up merely receptively , passively , which 
deals with significations only passively understood and taken over, 
without any of the self-evidence of original activity . Passivity in general 
is the realm of things that are bound together and melt into one another 
associatively , where all meaning that arises is put together passively. 
What often happens here is that a meaning arises which is apparently 
possible as a unity-i .e . , can apparently be made self-evidence through 
a possible reactivation-whereas the attempt at actual reactivation can 
reactivate only the individual members of the combination, while the 
intention to unify them into a whole, instead of being fulfilled, comes to 
nothing ; that is, the ontic validity is destroyed through the original 
consciousness of nullity. 

It is easy to see that even in [ordinary] human life ,  and first of all in 
every individual life from childhood up to maturity , the originally intui
tive life which creates its originally self-evident structures through ac
tiv ities on the basis of sense-experience very quickly and in increasing 
measure falls victim to the seduction of language. Greater and greater 
segments of this life lapse into a kind of talking and reading that is 
dominated purely by association ; and often enough, in respect to the 
validities arrived at in this way, it is disappointed by subsequent 
experience . 

Now one will say that in the sphere that interests us here-that of 
science , of thinking directed toward the attainment of truths and the 
avoidance of falsehood-one is obviously greatly concerned from the 
start to put a stop to the free play of associative constructions .  In view 
of the unavoidable sedimentation of mental products in the form of 
persisting linguistic acquisitions, which can be taken up again at first 
merely passively and be taken over by anyone else , such constructions 
remain a constant danger . This danger is avoided if one not merely 
convinces oneself ex post facto that the particular construction can be 
reactivated but assures oneself from the start , after the self-evident 
primal establishment, of its capacity to be reactivated and enduringly 
maintained .  This occurs when one has a view to the univocity of l in
guistic expression and to securing, by means of the most painstaking 
formation of the relevant words ,  propositions, and complexes of propo
sitions ,  the results which are to be univocally expressed. This must be 
done by the individual scientist , and not only by the inventor but by 
every scientist as a member of the scientific community after he has 
taken over from the others what is to be taken over . This belongs, then , 
to the particulars of the scientific tradition within the corresponding 
community of scientists as a community of knowledge living in the 
unity of a common responsibility . In accord with the essence of science, 
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then , its functionaries maintain the constant claim, the personal ce�
tainty , that everything they put into scientific assertio?s has been saId 
"once and for al l ," that it " stands fast , "  forever identIcally repeatable 
with self-ev idence and usable for further theoretical or practical 
ends-as indubitably reactivatable with the identity of its actual 
meaning. *  

However , two more things are important here . First : we have not yet 
taken into account the fact that scientific thinking attains new results on 
the basis of those already attained , that the new ones serve as the 
foundation for stil l others, etc .-in the unity of a propagative process of 
transferred meaning . 

I n  the finally immense proliferation of a science like geometry , what 
has become of the claim and the capacity for reactivation? When every 
researcher works on his part of the building , what of the vocational 
interruptions and time out for rest , wh ich cannot be overlooked here? 
When he returns to the actual continuation of work , must he first run 
through the whole immense chain of groundi�gs back to th� origi�al 
premises and actually reactivate the whole thmg? .If so, a SCIence hk� 
our modern geometry would obviously not be possIble at all .  And yet It 
is of the essence of the results of each stage not only that their ideal 
ontic meaning in fact comes later [than that of earlier results] .but t?at , 
since meaning is grounded upon meaning, the earlier meanmg .gIves 
something of its validity to the later one , indeed becomes part of It to .a 
certain extent . Thus no building block within the mental structure IS 
self- sufficient ; and none , then , can be immediately reactivated [by 
itself] . . 

This is especially true of sciences which , l ike geometry , have theIr 
thematic sphere in ideal products, in idealities !rom. whi.ch mor� and 
more idealities at higher levels are produced. It IS qUIte dIfferent In the 
so-called descriptive sciences, where the theoretical interest, classify
ing and describing , remains within the sphere of sense- intuition , which 
for it represents self-ev idence . Here , at least in general , every new 
proposition can by itself be "cashed in" for self-evidence . 

How , by contrast , is a science l ike geometry poss�ble? J:I0w , as � 
systematic , endlessly growing stratified structure of I�eahtle.s: c�n. It 
maintain its original meaningfulness through living reacttvatablhty If Its 

* At first,  of course, it is a matter of a firm direction of the wil l ,  which the scientist 
establishes in himself, aimed at the certain capacity for reactivation. If the goal of reac
tivatability can be only relatively fulfilled, then the cla

.
im whi�h

. 
stems fro� the ��n

sciousness of being able to acquire something also has Its relat�vlt� ; and thIS relatIVIty 
also makes itself noticeable and is driven out. U ltimately, obJectIve, absolutely firm 
knowledge of truth is an infinite idea. 
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cognitive th inking is supposed to produce someth ing new without be ing 
able to reactivate the previous levels of knowledge back to the first? 
Even if this could have succeeded at a more primitive stage of 
geometry , its energy would ultimately have been too much spent in the 
effort of procuring self-evidence and would not have been available for 
a higher productiv ity . 

Here we must take into consideration the pecu liar " logical" activity 
which is tied specifically to language , as well as to the ideal cognitive 
structures that arise specifically within it. To any sentence structures 
that emerge within a mere ly passive understanding there belongs essen
tially a pecul iar sort of activity best descri bed by the word " expl ica
tion . " 2 A passively emerging sentence (e .g . , in memory) , or one heard 
and passively understood, is at first merely rece ived with a passive 
ego-participation , taken up as valid ; and in this form it is already our 
meaning. From this we distinguish the peculiar and important activity 
of explicating our meaning . Whereas in its first form it was a 
straightforward ly valid meaning , taken up as unitary and undif
ferentiated-concretely speaking, a straightforwardly val id declara
tive sentence-now what in itse lf is vague and undifferentiated is 
actively explicated . Consider, for example ,  the way in which we under
stand , when superficially reading the newspaper , and simply rece ive 
the " news" ; here there is a passive taking-over of ontic validity such 
that what is read straightway becomes our opinion . 

But it is something spec ial, as we have said, to have the intention to 
explicate , to engage in the activ ity which articulates what has been read 
(or an interesting sentence from it) , extracting one by one, in separation 
from what has been vaguely, passively received as a unity , the ele
ments of meaning, thus bringing the total validity to active performance 
in a new way on the basis of the individual validities .  What was a 
passive meaning-pattern has now become one constructed through ac
tive production . This activity , then, is a peculiar sort of self-ev idence ; 
the structure arising out of it is in the mode of having been originally 
produced. And in connection with this self-evidence , too ,  there is 
communalization . The explicated judgment becomes an ideal object 
capable of being passed on . It is this object exclusively that is meant by 
logic when it speaks of sentences or judgments . And thus the domain of 
logic is universally designated ; th is is universally the sphere of being to 
which logic pertains insofar as it is the theory of the sentences [or 
propositions] in general. 

Through this activity ,  now, further activ ities become possible-self-

2 Verdeutlichung, i .e . , making explicit. 
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evident constructions of new judgments on the basis of those already 

valid for us .  This is the peculiar feature of logical thinking and of its 

purely logical self-evidences .  All this remains intact even when judg

ments are transformed into assumptions, where, instead of ourselves 

asserting or judging, we think ourselves into the position of asserting or 

judging. 
Here we shall concentrate on the sentences of language as they come 

to us passively and are merely received. In this connection it must also 

be noted that sentences give themselves in consciousness as reproduc

tive transformations of an original meaning produced out of an actual , 

original activ ity ; that is, in themse lves they refer to such a genesis . In 

the sphere of logical self-evidence , deduction, or inference in fonns of 

consequence , plays a con stant and essential role. On the other hand, 

one must also take note of the constructive activ ities that operate with 

geometrical idealitie s  which have been explicated but not brought to 

original self-evidence. (Original self-evidence must not be confused 

with the self-evidence of " axioms" ; for axioms are in principle already 

the results of original meaning-construction and always have this be

hind them.)  
N ow what about the possib il ity of complete and genuine reactivation 

in full originality , through going back to the primal self-evidences, in 

the case of geometry and the so-called "deductive" sciences (so called , 

although they by no means merely deduce)? Here the fundamental law , 

with unconditionally general self-ev idence , is : if the premises can ac

tually be reactivated back to the most original self-evidence, then their 

self-evident consequences can be also . Accordingly it appears that, 

beginning with the primal self-evidences ,  the original genuineness must 

propagate itself through the chain of logical inference ,  no matter how 

long it i s .  However , if we consider the obvious finitude of the individual 

and even the social capacity to transform the logical chains of cen

turies ,  truly in the unity of one accomplishment, into originally genuine 

chains of self-evidence , we notice that the [above] law contains within 

itself an idealization: namely , the removal of l imits from our capacity , 

in a certain sense its infinitization . The peculiar sort of self-evidence 

belonging to such idealizations will concern us  later. 
These are , then, the general essential insights which elucidate the 

whole methodical development of the " deductive " sciences and with it 

the manner of being which is essential to them. 
These sciences are not handed down ready-made in the form of doc

umented sentences ; they involve a l ively, productively advancing for

mation of meaning, which always has the documented , as a sediment of 

earlier production , at its disposal in that it deals with it logically . But 
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out of sentences with sedimented signification, logical "dealing" can 
produce only other sentences of the same character . That all new ac
qui sitions express an actual geometrical truth is certain a priori under 
the pre supposition that the foundations of the deductive structure have 
truly been produced and objectified in original self-evidence , i . e . , have 
become universally accessible acquisitions . A continuity from one per
SO? to ano�her, from one time to another, must have been capable of 
?em� .carned out. It is c lear that the method of producing original 
IdealItIes out of what is pre scientifically given in the cultural world must 
have been written down and fixed in firm sentences prior to the exis
tence of geometry ; furthermore , the capacity for translating these 
sente?ce� from va�ue l inguistic understanding into the clarity of the 
reactIvatIOn of theIr self-evident meaning must have been, in its own 
way , handed down and ever capable of being handed down . 

. Onl� as long as this condition was satisfied, or only when the possibil
Ity of Its �ulfillment was perfectly secured for all time, could geometry 
preserve Its gen�ine , orig�nal meaning as a deductive science through
out the progreSSIOn of logIcal constructions .  In other words, only in this 
ca�e could every geometer be capable of bringing to mediate self
eVI�ence the m�aning borne by every sentence, not merely as its 
sedlmented (logIcal) sentence-meaning but as its actual meaning its 
truth-meaning . And so for all of geometry . 

' 

,
The progress of deduction follows fonnal-logical self-evidence; but 

Wlt?�U.t the actually developed capacity for reactivating the original 
actIVItIes contained within its fundamental concepts, i . e "  without the 
"what" ��d the " how" of its prescientific materials ,  geometry would 
be a tradItIon empty of meaning; and if we ourselve s did not have this 
capacity , we could never even know whether geometry had or ever did 
have a genuine meaning , one that could really be "cashed in . "  

Unfortunately , however, this i s  our situation , and that of the whole 
modern age . 

The "presupposition" mentioned above has in fact never been ful
filled. Ho� the living tra�ition of the meaning-formation of elementary 
�oncept� IS actually carned on can be seen in elementary geometrical 
mstructIon and its textbooks ; what we actually learn there is how to 
deal with ready-made concepts and sentences in a rigorous ly methodical 
way . Rendering the concepts sensibly intuitable by means of drawn 
figures is substituted for the actual production of the primal idealities ,  
And t�e rest i s  done b�  success-not the success of actual insight 
e
,
xtendmg beyond the logIcal method' s own self-evidence , but the prac

tIcal successes of applied geometry , its immense , though not under
stood ,  practical usefu lness. To this we must add something that will 
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become visible further on in the treatment of historical mathematics ,  
namely, the dangers of a scientific l ife that is completely given over to 
logical activities .  These dangers l ie in certain progressive transfor
mations of meaning* to which this sort of scientific treatment drives one . 

By exhibiting the essential presuppositions upon which rests the his
torical possibility of a genuine tradition, true to its origins, of sciences 
like geometry , we can understand how such sciences can vitally 
develop throughout the centuries and still not be genuine . The in
heritance of propositions and of the method of logically constructing 
new propositions and idealities can continue without interruption from 
one period to the next, while the capacity for reactivating the primal 
beginnings, i . e . ,  the sources of meaning for everything that comes later , 
has not been handed down with it . What is lacking is thus precisely 
what had given and had to give meaning to all propositions and 
theories ,  a meaning arising from the primal sources which can be made 
self-ev ident again and again . 

Of course, grammatically coherent propositions and concatenations 
of propositions ,  no matter how they have arisen and have achieved 
validity--even if it is through mere association-have in all circum
stances their own logical meaning, i . e . , their meaning that can be made 
self-evident through explication; this  can then be identified again and 
again as the same proposition, which is either logically coherent or 
incoherent , where in the latter case it cannot be executed in the unity of 
an actual judgment. I n  propositions which belong together in one do
main and in the deductive systems that can be made out of them we 
have a realm of ideal identities ;  and for these there exist easily under
standable possibi l ities of lasting traditionalization. But propositions, 
l ike other cultural structures ,  appear on the scene in the form of tradi
tion ; they claim, so to speak ,  to be sedimentations of a truth-meaning 
that can be made originally self-evident; whereas it is by no means 
necessary that they [actually] have such a meaning , as in the case of 
associatively derived falsifications .  Thus the whole pregiven deductive 
sc ience , the total system of propositions in the unity of their val idities, 
is first only a claim which can be justified as an expression of the alleged 
truth-meaning only through the actual capacity for reactivation. 

Through this state of affairs we can understand the deeper reason for 
the demand , which has spread throughout the modern period and has 
finally been generally accepted, for a so-called " epistemological 

* These work to the benefit of logical method, but they remove one further and further 
from the origins and make one i nsensitive to the problem of origin and thus to the actual 
ontic and truth-meaning of all these sciences . 
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grounding" of the sciences, though clarity has never been achieved 
about what the much-admired sciences are actually lacking. * 

. 
As .for further details on the uprooting of an originally genuine tradi

tIOn , I . e . , one which involved original self-evidence at its actual first 
beginning , one can point to possible and easi ly understandable reasons .  
In  the first oral cooperation of the beginning geometers, the need was 
un�ersta�dably lacking for an exact fixing of descriptions of the presci
entlfic pnmal material and of the ways in which , in relation to th is 
material , geometrical idealities arose together with the first "axioma
tic" 

'
propositions .  Further, the logical superstructures did not yet rise �o high that one could not return again and again to the original mean-

109 :  On the other .hand , the possibility of the practical appl ication of the 
denved laws, which was actually obviou s in connection with the origi
nal d�velopments: understandably led quickly ,  in the realm of praxis , to 
a habitually practiced method of using mathematics, if need be , to bring 
about useful th ings .  This method could naturally be handed down even 
without the ability for original self-ev idence . Thu s mathematics 
emptied of �eaning , could generally propagate itself, constantly bein� 
added to I?glcally, as could the methodics of technical application on 
the other side . The extraordinarily far-reaching practical u sefulness be
came of 

.
itself a major motive for the advancement and appreciation of 

these sClen�es .  Thus . also it is understandable that the lost original 
truth-meanmg made Itself felt so little , indeed, that the need for the 
corresponding regressive inqu iry had to be reawakened. More than 
this : the true sense of such an inquiry had to be discovered . 

Our results based on principle are of a generality that extends over all 
the �o-call�d �eductive sciences and even indicates similar problems 
and. mvestIgatIo�� for all sciences .  For all of them have the mobility of 
sed!�ented tradltI�ns that are worked upon, again and again , by an 
actIv ity o� �ro�ucm.g new structures of meaning and handing them 
down. EXlstI�� .m th iS way , they extend enduringly through time , since 
a
.
Il new acqUIsItions are in tum sedimented and become working mate

r�als .  Ever�w�ere the problems, the clarifying investigations, the in
sights of pnnciple are historical. We stand within the horizon of human 
c�vilization , �he one in which we ourselves now live . We are constantly, 
�Ital�y c�nsclous of this horizon, and specifically as a temporal horizon 
ImplIed 10 our given present horizon. To the one human civil ization 
t�ere cOITes�onds essentially the one cultural world as the surrounding 
lIfe-world wIth its [peculiar] manner of being; this world , for every 

* What �oes H ume
. 
do but endeavor to inquire back into the primal impressions of 

developed Ideas and , In  general, scientific ideas? 
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historical period and civilization ,  has its particular �eat�res and
. 
is pr�

c isely the tradition . We stand, then , within the h lstoncal honzo� m 
which everything is historical , even though we may know very lIttle 
about it in a definite way . But i t  has its essential structure 

.
that can be 

revealed through methodical inquiry . This inquiry pres
.
cnbes all t�e 

possible specialized questions ,  thu s  inclu?ing, for the
. 
sCI�nces ,  the I�

quiries  back into origin which are peculIar to them m �Irtue of t�eIr 
historical manner of being. Here we are led back to the pnmal matenals 
of the first formation of meaning, the primal premises ,  so

. 
to speak , 

which lie in the presc ientific cultural world . Of course , thIS cultur�l 
world has in turn its own questions of origin , which at first remam 
unasked . 

Naturally, problems of this particular sort immediat�ly awaken the 
total problem of the universal h istoricity of the correlatIv� �anners of 
being of humanity and the cultural w?rld �nd the a pnon s�ruct�re 
contained in this historicity . Still, questIons lIke that of the clanficatIon 
of the origin of geometry have a closed character, such that one need 
not inquire beyond those prescientific materials: . . .  Further clarifications will be made in connectIOn WIth two objectIons 
which are familiar to our own philosophical-historical s ituation .

. I n  the first place , what sort of strange obstinacy is this , se�kmg to 
take the question of the origin of geometry back to some undIscover
able Thales of geometry, someone not even known to legend? Geometry 
is available to us in its propositions , its theories . Of cours� �e must and 
we can answer for this logical edifice to the last detaIl m terms of 
self-ev idence. Here, to be sure , we arrive at first axioms, and from 
them we proceed to the original self-evidence which the fundament�� 
concepts make possible . What is this, if not the " theory of knowledge , 
in this case specifically the theory of geometrical knowledge? No one 
would think of tracing the epistemological problem back to s�ch a 
supposed Thales .  This is quite superfluou� . Th� presently �vallable 
concepts and propositions themselves contam theIr own m��nmg, 

.
first 

as nonself-evident opinion , but nevertheless as true propOSItIOns. WIth a 
meant but still hidden truth which we can obvious ly bring to bght by 
rendering the propositions themselves self-evident. 

Our answer is as follows .  Certainly the h is torical backward reference 
has not occurred to anyone ; certainly theory of knowledge has never 
been seen as a peculiarly historical task. But this i s  pre.cise.ly w�at. we 
object to in the past . The ruling �ogma of �he �eparatIon m pnn�I�le 
between epistemological elucidatIon and histoncal, even hUl:nam�t�c
psychological explanation, between epi�temo�o�ical �n� ge�etIc ongm, 
is fundamentally mistaken, unless one madmissibly lImIts , m the usual 
way , the concepts of " history ," " historical explanation, "  and 
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"genesis . "  Or rather, what is fundamentally mistaken is the l imitation 
through which precisely the deepest and most genuine problems of 
history are concealed. If one thinks over our expositions (which are of 
course still rough and will later of necessity lead us into new depth
dimensions) , what they make obvious is precisely that what we 
know-namely , that the presently vital cultural configuration ' 'geom
etry" is a tradition and i s  sti ll being handed down-is not knowl
edge concerning an external causality which effects the succession of 
historical configurations, as if it were knowledge based on induction , 
the presupposition of which would amount to an absurdity here ; rather ,  
to understand geometry or any given cultural fact i s  to be conscious of 
its historic ity , albeit " implic itly ."  Thi s ,  however , is not an empty 
claim; for quite generally it is true for every fact given under the head
ing of "culture ," whether it is a matter of the lowliest culture of neces
sities or the h ighest culture (science ,  state, church , economic organi
zation, etc . ) ,  that every straightforward understanding of it as an 
experiential fact involves the " coconsciousness" that it is something 
constructed through human activity . No matter how hidden , no matter 
how merely " implicitly" coimplied thi s  meaning is ,  there belongs to it 
the self-evident possibility of explication, of " making it explicit " and 
clarifying it . Every expl ication and every transition from making 
explicit to making self-evident (even perhaps in cases  where one stops 
much too soon) is nothing other than historical disclosure ;  in itself, 
essentially , it is something h istorical, and as such it bears, with essential 
necessity , the horizon of its history within i tself. This is of course also 
to say that the whole of the cultural present, understood as a totality , 
" implies" the whole of the cultural past in an undetermined but struc
turally determined generality . To put it more precisely, it implies a 
continuity of pasts which imply one another , each in itself being a past 
cultural present . And this whole continuity is a unity of traditionaliza
tion up to the present , which is our present as [a process of] 
traditionalizing itself in flowing-static vitality . Thi s  is , as has been said , 
an undetermined generality ,  but it has in principle a structure which can 
be much more widely explicated by proceeding from these indications ,  
a structure which also grounds ,  " impl ies ," the possibilitie s for every 
search for and determination of concrete , factual states of affairs . 

Making geometry self-evident, then , whether one is clear about this 
or not , is the d isclosure of its h istorical tradition. But this knowledge, if 
it i s  not to remain empty talk or undifferentiated generaJ ity ,  requires the 
method ical production , proceeding from the present and carried out as 
research in the present, of differentiated self-evidences of the type dis
covered above (in several fragmentary investigations of what belongs 
to such knowledge superficially, as it were) . Carried out systematically , 
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such self-evidences result in nothing other and nothing less than the 
universal a priori of history with all its h ighly abundant component 
elements . 

We can also say now that history is from the start nothing other than 
the vital movement of the coexistence and the interweaving of original 
formations and sedimentations of meaning. 

Anything that is shown to be a historical fact , either in the present 
through experience or by a historian as a fact in the past , necessarily 
has its inner structure of meaning; but e specially the motivational inter
connections established about it in terms of everyday understanding 
have deep ,  further and further-reaching implications which must be 
interrogated, disclosed . All [merely] factual history remains incom
prehensible because, always merely drawing its conclusions naIvely 
and straightforwardly from facts, it never makes thematic the general 
ground of meaning upon which all such conclusions rest, has never 
investigated the immense structural a priori which is proper to it . Only 
the disclosure of the essentially general structure* lying in our present 
and then in every past or future historical present as such , and, in 
totality , only the disclosure of the concrete , historical time in which we 
live , in which our total humanity lives in respect to its total, essentially 
general structure-only this disclosure can make possible historical in
quiry [Historie ] which is truly understanding, insightful , and in the 
genu ine sense scientific . This is the concrete , historical a priori which 
encompasses everything that exists as historical becoming and having
become or exists in its essential being as tradition and handing-down. 
What has been said was related to the total form " historical present in 
general , "  historical time generally . But the particular configurations of 
culture , which find their place within its coherent historical being as 
tradition and as vitally handing themselves down, have within this 
totality only relatively self- sufficient being in traditionality , only the 
being of nonself- sufficient components . Correlatively , now, account 
would have to be taken of the subjects of historicity, the persons who 
create cultural formations ,  functioning in totality : creative personal 
civilization .t 

* The superficial structure of the externally " " ready-made" men within the social
historical , essential structure of humanity, but also the deeper [structures] which disclose the 
inner historicities of the persons taking part . [ "Structures" is B iemel 's interpolation . ]  

t The historical world is, t o  b e  sure , first pregiven a s  a social-historical world . But i t  is 
h istorical only through the inner historic i ty of the individuals ,  who are individuals  in their 
inner historicity ,  together with that of other communal ized persons . Recall what was said 
in a few meager beginning expositions about memories and the constant historicity to be 
found in them [pp . 1 62[" above] .  
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In respect to geometry one recognizes, now that we have pointed out 
the hiddenness of its fundamental concepts, which have become inac
cessible , and have made them understandable as such in first basic 
outlines ,  that only the consciously set task of [discovering] the histori
cal origin of geometry (with in the total problem of the a priori of his
toricity in general) can provide the method for a geometry which is true 
to its origins and at the same time is to be understood in a universal
historical way ; and the same is true for all sciences, for philosophy .  In 
principle, then , a history of philosophy , a history of the particular sci
ences in the style of the usual factual hi story , can actually render noth
ing of their subject matter comprehensible . For a genuine history of 
philosophy , a genuine history of the particular sciences, is nothing other 
than the tracing of the historical meaning-structures given in the pre
sent , or their self-ev idences, along the documented chain of hi storical 
back-references into the hidden dimension of the primal self-evidences 
which underlie them. * Even the very problem here can be made under
standable only through recourse to the historical a priori as the univer
sal source of all conceivable problems of understanding. The problem 
of genu ine historical explanation comes together , in the case of the 
sciences ,  with "epistemological" grounding or clarification. 

We must expect yet a second and very weighty objection. From the 
historicism which prevails extensively in different forms [today] I ex
pect little receptivity for a depth-inqu iry which goes beyond the usual 
factual history , as does the one outlined in this work, especially since , 
as the expression "a  priori" indicates, it lays claim to a strictly uncon
ditioned and truly apodictic self-evidence extending beyond all histori
cal factic ities .  One will object: what naIvete , to seek to display ,  and to 
claim to have displayed, a historical a priori , an absolute , supertem
poral validity , after we have obtained such abundant testimony for the 
relativity of everything historical, of all historically developed world
apperceptions, right back to those of the "primitive" tribes . Every 
people , large or small , has its world in which , for that people , every
thing fits well together, whether in mythical-magical or in European
rational terms ,  and in which everything can be explained perfectly. 
Every people has its " logic" and , accordingly ,  if this logic is explicated 
in propositions, " its" a priori . 

However, let us consider the methodology of establishing historical 

* But what counts as primal self-evidence for the sciences is determined by an edu
cated person or a sphere of such persons who pose new questions , new historical ques
tions ,  questions concerning the inner depth-dimension as well as those concerning an 
external historicity in the social-historical world .  
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facts in general, thu s  including that of the facts supporting the objec
tion ; and let us do this in regard to what such methodology pre sup
poses . Does not the undertaking of a humanistic science of "how it 
really was" contain a presupposition taken for granted, a validity
ground never observed ,  never made thematic , of a strictly unassailable 
[type of] self-evidence , without which historical inquiry wou ld be a 
meaningless enterprise? All questioning and demonstrating which i s  in 
the usual sense historical pre supposes history [Geschichte] as the uni
versal horizon of questioning, not explicitly , but still as a horizon of 
implicit certainty, which, in spite of all vague background-indeter
minacy, is the presupposition of all determinability, or of all intention 
to seek and to e stablish determined facts .  

What is historically primary in itself is our present. We always al
ready know of our present world and that we live in it, always sur
rounded by an openly endless horizon of unknown actualities .  This 
knowing, as horizon-certainty, i s  not something learned, not knowledge 
which was once actual and has merely sunk back to become part of the 
background ; the horizon-certainty had to be already there in order to be 
capable of being laid out thematically; it is already presupposed in 
order that we can seek to know what we do not know. All not-knowing 
concerns the unknown world, which yet exists in advance for us as 
world , as the horizon of all questions of the present and thus also all 
questions which are specifically historical. These are the questions 
which concern men, as those who act and create in their communalized 
coexistence in the world and transform the constant cultural face of the 
world . Do we not know further-we have already had occasion to 
speak of this-that this historical present has its historical pasts behind 
it, that it has developed out of them , that h istorical past is a continuity 
of pasts which proceed from one another, each, as a past present, being 
a tradition producing tradition out of itself? Do we not know that the 
present and the whole of historical time implied in it is that of a histori
cally coherent and unified civ il ization, coherent through its generative 
bond and constant communalization in cu ltivating what has already 
been cultivated before , whether in cooperative work or in rec iprocal 
interaction, etc . ? Does all this not announce a universal "knowing" of 
the horizon , an implicit knowing that can be made explicit systemat
ically in its essential structure? I s  not the resulting great problem here 
the horizon toward which all questions tend, and thus  the horizon which 
is presupposed in all of them? Accordingly, we need not first enter into 
some kind of critical discussion of the facts set out by h istoricism ;  it is 
enough that even the claim of their factualness presupposes the histori
cal a priori if this claim is to have a meaning . 
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But a doubt arises all the same. The horizon-exposition to which we 
recurred must not bog down in vague, superficial talk; it must itself 
arrive at its own sort of scientific discipline . The sentences in which it is 
expre ssed must be fixed and capable of being made self-evident again 
and again . Through what method do we obtain a universal and also 
fixed a priori of the historical world which is always originally genuine? 
Whenever we consider it ,  we find ourselves with the self-ev ident ca
pacity to reflect-to turn to the horizon and to penetrate it in an expo
sitory way . But we also have , and know that we have, the capacity of 
complete freedom to transform , in thought and phantasy , our human 
historical existence and what is there exposed as its life-world . And 
precisely in this activity of free variation , and in running through the 
conceivable possibilities for the life-world , there arises, with apodictic 
self-evidence ,  an essentially general set of elements going through all 
the variants ;  and of this we can convince ourselves with truly apodictic 
certainty . Thereby we have removed every bond to the factually valid 
historical world and have regarded this world itself [merely] as one of 
the conceptual possibilitie s .  This freedom, and the d irection of our gaze 
upon the apodictically invariant, results in the latter again and again
with the self-evidence of being able to repeat the invariant structure at 
will-as what is identical , what can be made self-evident origin aliter at 
any time , can be fixed in univocal language as the essence constantly 
implied in the flowing , vital horizon . 

Through this method , going beyond the formal generalities we exhib
ited earlier, we can also make thematic that apodictic [aspect] of the 
prescientific world that the original founder of geometry had at his 
disposal ,  that which must have served as the material for his 
idealizations . 

Geometry and the sciences most closely related to it have to do with 
space-time and the shapes, figures ,  also shapes of motion, alterations of 
deformation , etc . ,  that are possible within space-time , particularly as 
measurable magnitudes . It is now clear that even if we know almost 
nothing about the historical surrounding world of the first geometers, 
this much is  certain as an invariant, e ssential structure : that is was a 
world of " th ings" (including the human beings themselves as subjects 
of this world) ; that all things necessarily had to have a bodily 
character-although not all things could be mere bodies, since the 
necessarily coexisting human beings are not thinkable as mere bodies 
and ,  l ike even the cultural objects which belong with them structurally, 
are not exhausted in corporeal being . What is also clear, and can be 
secured at least in its essential nucleus through careful a priori explica
tion , is that these pure bodies had spatiotemporal shapes and "mate-
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rial" [stoifliche ] qualities (color, warmth , weight, hardness , etc . )  related 
to them. Further, it is clear that in the life of practical needs certain 
particularizations of shape stood out and that a technical praxis always 
[aimed at]3 the production of particular preferred shapes and the im
provement of them according to certain directions of gradualness. 

First to be singled out from the thing-shapes are surfaces-more or 
less " smooth , "  more or less perfect surfaces ; edges, more or less rough 
or fairly " even" ; in other words, more or less pure lines, angles, more 
or less perfect points ; then, again ,  among the lines, for example , 
straight l ines are especially preferred, and among the surfaces the even 
surfaces ;  for example , for practical purposes boards l imited by even 
surfaces ,  straight lines, and points are preferred , whereas totally or 
partially curved surfaces are undesirable for many kinds of practical 
interests . Thus the production of even surfaces and their perfection 
(polishing) always plays its role in praxis. So also in cases where just 
distribution is intended . Here the rough estimate of magn itudes is 
transfonned into the measurement of magnitudes by counting the equal 
parts . (Here , too , proceeding from the factual , an essential form be
comes recognizable through a method of variation. )  Measuring belongs 
to every culture , varying only according to stages from primitive to 
higher perfections. We can always presuppose some measuring tech
nique , whether of a lower or higher type, in the essential forward 
development of culture , [as well as] the growth of such a technique, 
thus also including the art of design for buildings, of surveying fields , 
pathways, etc . ;4 such a technique is always already there , already 
abundantly developed and pregiven to the philosopher who did not yet 
know geometry but who should be conceivable as its inventor. As a 
philosopher proceeding from the practical , finite surrounding world (of 
the room, the city , the landscape , etc . ,  and temporally the world of 
periodical occurrences :  day , month , etc . )  to the theoretical world-view 
and world-knowledge , he has the finitely known and unknown spaces 
and times as finite elements within the horizon of an open infinity . But 
with this he does not yet have geometrical space, mathematical time , 
and whatever else is to become a novel spiritual product out of these 
finite elements which serve as material ; and with his manifold finite 
shapes in their space-time he does not yet have geometrical shapes ,  the 
phoronomic shapes: [his shapes, as] formations developed out of praxis 
and thought of in terms of [gradual] perfection , clearly serve only as 

:1 Biemei' s interpolation. 

� "I have reverted to the original version of this sentence as given in the critical ap

paratus;  I can make no sense of the emended version given in the text ."-D. Carr. 
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bases 
.
for a new sort of praxis out of which similarly named new con

structtons grow . 
It is evident in advance that this new sort of construction will be a 

�roduct
. 
arising .out of a� idealizing, spiritual act ,  one of "pure" th ink

mg, wh ich has
. 
Its matenals in the designated general pregivens of th is 

�actu,�l humanIty and human surrounding world and creates " ideal ob
jects out of them. 

Now the problem would be to discover , through recourse to what is 
essential

. 
to history [Historie], the historical original meaning which 

necessanl� was �bl� to give and did give to the whole becoming of 
geometry Its perslstmg truth-meaning . 

It is 
.
of p�rt�cu lar importance now to bring into focus and establish the 

followmg mSlght : Only if the apodictically general content, invariant 
through

.
out all c

.
onceivable variation, of the spatiotemporal sphere of 

s
.
hapes

. 
IS tak.en mto account in the ideal ization can an ideal construc

tIon an�e which can be understood for al l future time and by all coming 
generatIons of men and thus be capable of being handed down and 
rep.roduced with the identical intersubjective meaning . This cond ition is 
valId far beyond geometry for all spiritual structures which are to be 
unconditionally and generally capable of being handed down . Were the 
t� inki

.
ng �ctiv

.
ity of a scientist to introduce someth ing "time-bound" in 

hiS thmkmg, I . e . , something bound to what is merely factual about his 
present 0: something valid for him as a mere ly factual tradition, his 
co

.
nstructI�n would likewise have a merely time-bound ontic meaning; 

th iS meanmg would be understandable only by those men who shared 
the s�me merely factual presuppositions of understanding . 

.
It IS a gen

.
e:al conviction that geometry , with all its truths, is valid 

With uncondltlO
.
ned �enerality for all men , all times, all peoples, and not 

merely for
.
�ll hlstonc�lly

.
factual ones but for all conce ivable ones .  The 

presupposItIons of pnnclple for this conviction have never been ex
plored because they have never been seriousl y made a problem . But it 
has

. 
also beco�e clear to us that every establ ishment of a historical fact 

�h lc� lays claim to unconditioned objectivity likewise presupposes this 
Invanant or absolute a priori . 

?nly [th roug? the disclosure of this a priori]", can there be an a priori 
sClenc.e extendmg beyond all historical factic ities, all historical sur
ro�ndmg worlds, peoples, times, civil izations : only in th is way can a 
sCience as aeterna veritas appear . Only on th is fundament is based the 
se�ured capacit� of inquiring back from the temporari ly depleted se lf
eV idence of a sCience to the primal self-ev idences . 

-; Biemel ' s  interpolation . 
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Edmund Husserl 

Do we not stand here before the great and profound problem-horizon 
of reason , the same reason that functions in every man , the animal 
rationale , no matter how primitive he is? 

This is not the place to penetrate into those depths themselves .  
In any case, we  can now recognize from all this that historicism, 

which wishes to clarify the h istorical or epistemological essence of 
mathematics from the standpoint of the magical circumstances or other 
manners of apperception of a time-bound civilization, is mistaken in 
principle . For romantic spirits the mythical-magical elements of the 
historical and prehistorical aspects of mathematics may be particularly 
attractive :  but to cl ing to this merely historically factual aspect of 
mathematics is precisely to lose oneself to a sort of romanticism and to 
overlook the genuine problem , the internal-historical prob lem , the epis
temological problem . Also , one ' s  gaze obviously cannot then become 
free to recognize that facticities of every type, including those involved 
in the [historicist] objection, have a root in the essential structure of 
what is generally human, through which a teleological reason running 
throughout all historicity announces itself. With this is revealed a set of 
problems in its own right related to the totality of history and to the full 
meaning which ultimately gives it its unity . 

If the usual factual study of history in general, and in particular the 
history which in most recent times has achieved true universal exten
sion over all humanity , is to have any meaning at all ,  such a meaning 
can only be grounded upon what we can here call internal history , and 
as such upon the foundations of the universal historical a priori . Such a 
meaning necessarily leads further to the indicated highest question of a 
universal teleology of reason . 

If, after these expositions, which have illuminated very general and 
many-sided problem-horizons ,  we lay down the following as something 
completely secured , namely, that the human surrounding world is the 
same today and always ,  and thus  also in respect to what is relevant to 
primal establishment and lasting tradition, then we can show in several 
steps , only in an exploratory way , in connection with our own sur
rounding world , what should be considered in more detail for the prob
lem of the ideal izing primal establishment of the meaning-structure 
" geometry . " 

Coda 


